Young British Designers at
Mark Riese, creative director, of urban living interiors is passionate about seeking out the work of
young, new British Designers. He is currently dedicating the front of the showroom in Great
Portland Street to exhibiting and selling the work of a group of talented designers just starting out
on their careers.
“Yes, we can all run off to Milan, Paris, New York to see what is happening in all those exciting venues; but

when you find home grown talent like this then this is game changing.” says Mark, “We are excited to be
able to showcase the work of 5 new designers in our studio showroom, to work with them at this early stage
in their careers and to be part of what we know will in each case be an exceptional design path.”

Adam Collins - since graduating, Adam has developed his own strong, bold, functional furniture
designs combining stunningly coloured fabricated steel with polished woods and glass to create
tables, desks, chairs, benches and bar stools – all with intricate design details.

Anna Gravelle – a newly graduated textile designer is showcasing her innovative and unique
textiles using tufting, textures and colours in radically different ways on stunning cushions, throws
and pouffes.

Cont/….

Kit Miles - graduated 5 years ago and has quickly established himself as a rising talent, creating
stunning wallpapers and exquisite luxury fabrics. urban living interiors has showcased his fabrics
on a new range of exclusive luxury British hand crafted furniture and his beautiful ‘Birds in Chains’
fabrics on ready to go cushions along with bespoke versions of his stunning new wallpaper.

Charlotte Wilkinson - another graduate with an inspirational talent working in molten glass to
develop her own style of very beautiful and extraordinary sculptures. MRI scans of her father’s
brain provide inspiration and insights into the human body - balls within balls, cells within cells, laser
cut to show the stunning colours of her creativity.

Thomas Jarrold – this brilliant young furniture maker
has only just graduated and has created exceptionally
crafted unique items of furniture mixing the traditional
with the modern; urban living interiors is showcasing a
stunning, delicate sculptured cabinet of extraordinary
quality and a beautifully structured ‘demi lune’ console
with a quirky twist of red lacquer.
All of the young designers’ pieces are available to borrow
for photo shoots, in addition to high res images.
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